Abstract-In this paper, a method of studying the three-dimensional (3-D) reluctivity tensor by measuring 3-D vector magnetic properties of the soft magnetic composite (SMC) material is presented. The magnetic flux density B and magnetic field strength H loci under alternating and rotating magnetizations are measured by using an improved 3-D tester. The magnetic reluctivity tensor can be expressed by a second-order three-dimensional full rank matrix by means of the experimental results. Taking the off-diagonal elements into account can benefit to accurate numerical analysis of magnetic field in 3-D flux electrical machines.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N magnetic field analysis, the relationship between the magnetic field strength vector and the magnetic flux density vector can be expressed by the magnetic reluctivity or permeability [1] . For ferromagnetic materials, and are hardly parallel with each other under 2-D or 3-D excitation due to the magnetic domain wall motion and rotation of local magnetization vectors [2] . The conventional magnetic field analysis using the scalar reluctivity is too simple to accurately express the phase difference between and . And the corresponding magnetic properties measurement due to the Epstein tester or the single chip tester (SST) cannot express the tensor magnetic reluctivity [3] . Modeling and measurement of the magnetic properties have been done by many researchers under 2-D rotating field excitations, which are quite different from those under alternating field excitations [4] - [6] . The magnetic reluctivity becomes a tensor of full rank matrix in a rotating flux [5] . By using the measured 2-D data of rotating magnetic field, 2-D reluctivity tensor has been calculated and applied to 2-D finite element analysis (FEA) of the rotating magnetic field of a three-phase transformer core of grain-oriented steel [7] .
In order to precisely detect the magnetic field distribution of the rotating flux machine, 3-D reluctivity tensor should be involved in electromagnetic fields analysis [8] . This paper presents the method of studying the 3-D magnetic reluctivity tensor by means of 3-D magnetic properties measurement of SOMAOLY 500, a SMC material made of highly pure iron powder with surface coating to ensure low eddy current loss [9] . The reluctivity tensor, a second-order three-dimensional full rank matrix can be derived and testified through a series of measurements at 50 Hz on a cubic SMC sample by using an improved 3-D magnetic property tester.
II. THE IMPROVED 3-D MAGNETIC TESTING SYSTEM
A. Structure of the 3-D Tester
A 3-D magnetic property measurement system has been successfully developed and improved in the University of Technology, Sydney (UTS) [10] , [11] . The system consists of a 3-D yoke to guide the magnetic fluxes along the orthogonal -, -, and -axes, as shown in Fig. 1 , three groups of multilayer excitation coils apply to wide range of frequency are wound around the cores of the 3-D tester, a data acquisition system, and a feedback control system comprising three control units and three high power amplifiers.
B. Improved Structure of the Sensing Coils
The original sensing coils are composed by three coils wrapped around three directions of the cubic sample and 12 coils (six cross-type coils) attached on the six sides of the sample [10] . The structure has been improved by considering that the surface area of the coil equals that of a side of the cubic sample and hence the magnetic field in the sensing area may not be uniform. Fig. 2 shows the improved structure of combined and coil. The thickness of the epoxy resin frame is ground to be about 0.55 mm, and the height of the embedded coil is 0.5 mm, so the circle in the center of the frame can hold the coil. sensing coil is wound and attached to the surface of the frame which clings to the surface of SMC sample. So the minimized coil and the embedded coil can be attached to 1051-8223/$26.00 © 2010 IEEE the central area of each side of the cubic sample. The sensing area is now centralized and the gap between the sample and coil is contracted.
To reduce additional electromotive force in the coil, a double-cross-winding structure is adopted, as shown in Fig. 2 , while two layers with a small cross angle may induce signals with equal magnitude but opposite direction, and hence cancel each other. Furthermore, the two terminals of each coil are twisted to shrink the effective area of error induction.
C. Calibration of Sensing Coils
Calibration of the improved and sensing coils is performed in a solenoid, which can generate a uniform magnetic field [10] . The surface of the coil is set to be parallel to the generated field. The or coil coefficient is calculated by (1) where is the excitation frequency, the value of the induced , and the peak value of the air flux density in the center of the solenoid.
The coil's coefficient in the perpendicular direction is with the aid of the embedded coil which is calibrated in the solenoid. Similarly, the coil's coefficient in parallel direction can be obtained by using coil.
When the cubic SMC sample is placed into the sensing house and subjected to a magnetic field, the voltage for the , , directions in coils and coils can be expressed as
Then the and components are able to be worked out by solving the matrix equations.
III. MAGNETIC PROPERTY MEASUREMENT
A. Alternating Magnetic Properties
By using 3-D magnetic testing system, some measurements have been carried out. Fig. 3 shows the loops while the sample is magnetized at 50 Hz along the , , and -axis, respectively. Fig. 4 plots the corresponding core losses. It is no- Fig. 3 . Hysteresis loops for alternating magnetizations on the x-, y-, and z-axis. ticed that the loops for the and -axis are similar, while the -axis seems to be the easy axis, though the sample is expected to be magnetically isotropic. It means that the particles are much closer along the -direction than along the -and -direction, that is, high mass density and weak demagnetization field along the -direction [11] . It is this reason that the -direction is an easy direction for magnetization, along which the reluctivity is relatively lower.
B. 3-D Magnetic Properties
Fig . 5 shows a series of , loci and corresponding projections when loci are controlled to be circles (ratio of the ellipse is 1) with increasing magnitudes up to 1.4 T at 50 Hz in the , , and planes, respectively. It is clear that when the loci are well controlled, and loci will lie in the same magnetization planes. The loci in the and planes change from ellipse to rectangle-like with increasing magnitudes of while loci in the plane change from round to square-like shape. This phenomenon is consistent with alternating loops due to easy magnetization along -axis.
IV. 3-D RELUCTIVITY TENSOR
A. Expression of Reluctivity Tensor
In 1-D condition, the relationship between and can be expressed as scalar permeability or reluctivity because they are parallel. The scalar expression is (4) or (5) Where is free space permeability, is relative permeability, is susceptibility, is reluctivity. In 2-D or 3-D condition, the magnetic property shows nonlinearity not only in magnitude but also in the spatial phase angle between the vector and [12] , the constitutive equation should be written as (6) where is the reluctivity tensor. The magnetic properties with tensor reluctivity can be called tensor magnetic properties.
According to previous 3-D magnetic property measurements and analysis, the vector can be expressed by , and direction components (7) Then the reluctivity tensor can be written to a 3 3 full rank matrix 
B. Analysis of 3-D Reluctivity Tensor
In 3-D flux rotating electrical machine, when the rotor rotates, and loci at different positions in the magnetic core may take very different patterns. Because any types of or locus can be transformed into a Fourier series, and each of the harmonics basically forms a circular or elliptical locus [13] , it might be enough to investigate the magnetic properties of ferromagnetic materials under the excitations of elliptical vectors. Maximum flux density, orientation, and axis ratio of the elliptical locus are composed to define the tensor magnetic properties. The orientation is defined by the inclination angles of , i.e. the angles between the major axis and the three coordinate axes [14] .
By using measurement data (7) will be derived, but the nine elements of reluctivity tensor cannot be solved because each element is a conditional variable. Only when the maximum flux density and axis ratio of elliptical are fixed in one loop, a row of reluctivity tensor elements will be constants. If three different points of the loop are considered, a condition-specified equation set will be obtained The first row elements of reluctivity tensor , and can be acquired by solving (9) . Similarly, , , , , and can be obtained. Fig. 6 illustrates the one cycle magnetic reluctivity curves in plane when the locus is controlled to be a circle. It displays that the change of and is smaller than that of and when the magnitude of round increases from 0.22T to 1.32T in plane. It denotes that -axis is the easy direction for magnetization, which is in accord with the conclusion of hysteresis measurement. Fig. 7 illustrates the reluctivity calculated from experimental data versus the magnitude of vector in a cubic SMC sample. The curves of three diagonal elements , and nearly have the same curvilinear trend when the magnitude of is increasing, but the magnitude of is smaller than that of and . It is also consistent with the previous conclusion of easy magnetized direction. One group of off-diagonal elements of the 3-D reluctivity tensor , , , , and are acquired in condition of the axis ratio of elliptical locus is 1 and the cycle angle ( is the controlled shifting angle of vector, ). The arbitrary values of these off-diagonal elements increase rapidly when the magnitude of is close to saturation, due to the domain movement. and are smaller than others and with the approximate variation tendency of because that the direction is easy to be magnetized.
V. CONCLUSION
The 3-D magnetic reluctivity tensor of SMC materials, including diagonal and off-diagonal elements, has been measured using an improved 3-D magnetic tester when vector is controlled to be circle and ellipse. Analysing tensor properties demonstrates that the rotational magnetization is not a simple combination of individual alternating magnetization, but complicated interaction among different magnetization directions. It is helpful to quantitatively study the magnetic properties of anisotropy and nonlinearity in magnetic materials, and accurately analyse magnetic field of 3-D flux SMC machines.
